
Achievements of the Jesuit Order

Jesuit Philosophical Strategy For World Domination

The Jesuit Order was created by Catholic Ignatius Loyola in 1500s to counter the 
Reformation and uplift the authority of the Papacy.
Read more about Loyola and the Jesuits' plan to destroy Protestantism
Founder of the Jesuits, St. Ignatius of Loyola. Source: Wikimedia Commons
Founder of the Jesuits, St. Ignatius of Loyola. 
Source: Wikimedia Commons...
Since the beginning, the purpose of the Jesuits has included global political domination, as 
Loyola himself once said:

“Finally, Let all with such artfulness gain the ascendant over princes, noblemen, and the 
magistrates of every place, that they may be ready at our beck, even to sacrifice their 
nearest relations and most intimate friends, when we say it is for our interest and 
advantage” (emphasis added).i

The world's wars and revolutions occur because the Jesuits want to establish a one-world 
government with the Papacy at its head. Even over a century ago their plans were 
succeeding, as 19th-century theologian Luigi De Sanctis tells us:

At what then do the Jesuits aim? According to them, they only seek the greater glory of 
God; but if you examine the facts you will find that they aim at universal dominion alone. 
They have rendered themselves indispensable to the Pope, who, without them, could not 
exist, because Catholicism is identified with them. They have rendered themselves 
indispensable to governors and hold revolutions in their hands; and in this way, either 
under one name or another, it is they who rule the world (emphasis added).ii

As the sources below attest, the Jesuits have been involved in—and even spearheaded—
many of the world's worst wars, revolutions, and massacres. At times, the Jesuits are 
directly involved, at other times, they use their influence over the Freemasons and other 
secret societies.

The Jesuits and Other Secret Societies

Some people may not actually see Catholicism as being very powerful. There might be 
hints, but few see the fullness. This is because the Papacy doesn't want people to know 
how much political clout it holds. To prevent opposition, the Papacy uses the Jesuits to 
build its political empire.

The Jesuit symbol and motto 
The Jesuit symbol and motto "IHS" on a Masonic temple's stained-glass window. 

The Jesuits control...
The number of Jesuits is always up for debate, and even the best sources can't give 
matching accounts. The Society does not want us to know how many there really are. 
Often, they are hidden behind sodalities—other front secret societies:
And we have it on good authority that the Jesuits have been active in forming other holy 
orders (or sodalities), such as the Knights of Peter Claver and the Knights of Columbus, 



over which they retain immense control. For it is an old trick on the part of the sons of 
Loyola, that whenever their Order is under threat or suspicion they swell their numbers by 
means of the sodalities of ‘new’ orders.iii

Moreover, the Pope has thousands of secret agents worldwide. They include Jesuits, the 
Knights of Columbus, Knights of Malta, Opus Dei, and others. The Vatican’s Intelligence 
Service and its field resources are second to none.iv

There is considerable analogy between Masonic and Jesuitic degrees; and the Jesuits 
also tread down the shoe and bare the knee, because Ignatius Loyola thus presented 
himself at Rome and asked for the confirmation of the order.v

http://amazingdiscoveries.org/S-deception-Jesuits_French_Reformation_Hitler

The Hegelian Principle

The Hegelian Principle   was   formulated by George  Wilhelm  Friedrich  Hegel, German 
philosopher.  It is a process intended to produce Oneness of Mind through a process of 1) 
thesis:  embodying a particular view  or position; 2) antithesis:  providing an opposing or 
contrary position; and 3) synthesis:  which    reconciles   the two previous positions and 
then becomes the basis of a new thesis…in   accordance with the laws of  dialectical    
materialism   (Webster's Seventh New Collegiate Dictionary).  

In theory, through a continual process of evolution, Oneness of Mind is achieved.  This 
process can also be used to 1) create crisis, 2) opposition to crisis, to 3) effect the 
wanted solution.

NOTE: Because of these oaths, ceremonies and principles, the Jesuits were kicked out of 
certain countries.

-- Make lending of money on interest a noble occupation.
-- Place Jews in positions where fault or blame can be placed in the future.
-- Exterminate heretic leaders and key opponents.
-- Arrange for puppet leaders like Hitler, Mao, Stalin to extend the inquisition.
-- Arrange for the slaughter of the Indigenous infidels.
-- Institutionalize the Corporation to compete with the individual.
-- Establishment of the Central Government for the United States
-- Establish the United States Federal Reserve Bank
-- Control and facilitate the "Secret Societies" .
-- Centralize inner power by controlling the nations Secret Services
-- Fabricate conflicts such as the Cold War and Terrorism
-- Create artificial events such as 9/11 to manipulate populations
-- Control thinking by controlling Educational, History, Media
- Maintain a conscript army through economic repression and inquisition.
--Repress technology and understanding, hide Tesla's - promote the Einstein's!
--Manage the health of the populous.

Many are those who have dared to stand against the great Jesuit General and the Great 
Jesuit cause. But, where are they now? What have they achieved except their own 
ruination and that of their own lands? How can the unworthy heretic think they can oppose 



the great Jesuit Order and Organization? The Jesuit brotherhood will destroy the heretics 
and the indigenous peoples and their wrong beliefs taking from them everything and 
leaving them stunned, shocked and dismayed. Most heretics will not live past the coming 
inquisitions nor do they deserve to.
All successful revolutionary activity is started from the top by leadership. Therefore 
potential leaders must be assassinated as soon as there is the slightest indication of their 
potential to undermine the Jesuit strategy.

Righteous Jesuit Assassinations

Pope Clement XIV - Suppressed the Jesuit order in 1773 and was assassinated.
JFK - Dared to resist the authority of the Jesuit General and was assassinated.
Abraham Lincoln - Resisted the Jesuits after the Civil War and was assassinated.
Benito Pablo Juarez - Purged Mexico of the Jesuit influence and was assassinated.
Malcolm X - Assassinated for efforts to root out the Masonic influence over the Black 
Muslims.
Louis T. McFadden - Assassinated for promoting the end of the Federal Reserve.
Che Guevara - Assassinated for resisting the Jesuit subjugation of South America.
General Lafayette, 1799 Aide to Washington Romanism: A Menace to the Nation
 
"It is my opinion that if the liberties of this country - the United States of America - are 
destroyed, it will be by the subtlety of the Roman Catholic Jesuit priests, for they are the 
most crafty, dangerous enemies to civil and religious liberty. They have instigated most of 
the wars of Europe.”

George Washington - Freed the United States from Jesuit control King George III of 
England. Ended paper money by establishing gold and silver coin which led the United 
States out of debt.

Henry Ford - "It is well enough that the people of the nation do not understand our banking 
and monetary system, for if they did, I believe there would be a revolution before tomorrow 
morning.”

President John Adams - "Shall we not have regular swarms of them here, in as many 
disguises as only a king of the gypsies can assume, dressed as painters, publishers, 
writers, and schoolmasters? If ever there was a body of men who merited eternal 
damnation on Earth and in Hell it is this Society of Loyola's."


